REMARKS


T. Alexander Aleinikoff*

Immigration is a divisive issue, but it is interesting that it is not one that necessarily falls along partisan lines. Recall when President Bush made common cause with the Democratic majority in the House and the Senate in 2007, and they were unable together to pass comprehensive immigration reform legislation.¹ Why is that? Rudy Giuliani may have had it right: After the failure of the legislation, he said that the problem with the bill was that there was no overarching theme; there was no compelling narrative to the legislation.² I agree with that.

The bill that was proposed in the House and the Senate was one that simply seemed to be cobbled together as a mélange of compromise provisions and conflicting elements: border enforcement, regularization, and the guest worker program.³ It didn’t hold together. Interestingly, that combination of elements had worked in 1986, the last time we had major immigration reform. In that legislation, Congress imposed sanctions on employers who hired undocumented immigrants, and also provided a massive legalization program.⁴ But in 1986, we had a consistent story that put those elements together.
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The claim in 1986 was that we were going to end illegal immigration forever. The idea was that (1) we would legalize long-stayers who were here; (2) those not eligible for legalization would not be able to find work (because of employer sanctions) and therefore would leave the United States; and (3) the flow of undocumented workers would end because new arrivals would not be able to find work. We now know that the strategy failed dismally. Because of the ready availability of fraudulent documents, the employer sanction provisions have yielded the odd combination of high compliance and zero deterrence. But whatever the outcomes have been, the narrative in 1986 was persuasive.

This story does not sell today. There is no reasonable claim that the package of measures that were debated in the House and the Senate and supported by the President will have any material impact on undocumented migration. There is no clear way to fix employer sanctions anytime soon. The widely discussed “smart cards” or “swipe cards” will be years in the making. Meanwhile massive work will need to be done on government databases to clean up misspelled, duplicate, and false names. Nor is there any reason to believe that the border will be effectively sealed anytime soon. Amnesty now is not defended in terms of ending undocumented migration; indeed, given the subsequent history of the 1986 legislation, it is argued that regularization leads to more undocumented migration.

In the most recent debates, the Left and Right have not agreed on a coherent narrative. Indeed, the position of each side is fundamentally unattractive to the other and to many Americans. From the left, the story is one of human rights. Undocumented workers have earned their status in the United States; regularization is then not an amnesty. But this argument does not have widespread appeal. Undocumented immigrants may have basic human rights not to be subjected to harsh treatment, but they do not necessarily have a right to a status simply by coming here and working for a few years.

From the Right, the narrative has been that undocumented immigrants are criminals. Yet most of the nation finds this judgment too harsh. Many Americans know undocumented workers who watch their children, tend their lawns, and take care of their elderly parents. These workers tend to be rather law-abiding because they don’t want to fall into the hands of authorities who may then send them home. Nor can

one view as plausible the Right’s demand that the border be sealed. And, if one is not in favor of a legalization program for some of the twelve million unauthorized migrants in the United States, suggestions need to be made about what to do with that population; clearly there is no widespread support for intrusive neighborhood raids and mass deportations.

The narrative that needs to be constructed, I believe, would focus on the dynamics of demographics. Here is the brief story: Immigration will be the primary engine to the growth of the United States’ labor force over the next several generations. The number of native citizens in their primary working years—from eighteen to fifty-four—will not grow for the next twenty or thirty years.\(^7\) As many native workers will be entering the labor force as will be leaving it. If we are going to grow our workforce and have a dynamic economy, that growth will have to come either from immigration or from people working longer.

Second, immigration flows have an “hour-glass” distribution that matches domestic needs. Immigrants tend to be both more highly skilled and lower skilled than average Americans.\(^8\) This suggests the need for some kind of legal status for the undocumented workers already here and for robust policies of integration.

In this story, enforcement is not a price paid for regularization. Rather, enforcement is necessary for the system as a whole to have integrity—a system of laws and rules.

It seems to me that what we need in this system is a law of sensible rules—one that starts with regularization of status, reorganizes the categories we have, and recognizes the long-term trends in immigration in order to harness the benefits of immigration.

---


8. Id. at 9.
These Remarks are a wonderful example of what Justice Thomas was referring to when he said that this society is foremost in promoting non-ideological exchange. The problem, however, is that it makes for boring television.

How can we connect this non-ideological exchange with what is on television? I would like to attempt to make this connection by beginning with a reference to my twenty-one-year-old son. He is a faithful fan, some would say a fanatical fan, of Rush Limbaugh and Bill O’Reilly. And therefore, he knows exactly how to solve the immigration mess. He says we should fence the border, then round up all the illegal immigrants and send them back to their home country. After this, they may get in line and come back legally if they choose. He believes that is a very simple solution to illegal immigration.

We agree on the basic principles. That is, I agree on securing the border. But for me, it is not only about the border. It is a question of United States sovereignty, terrorism, and our relationship to the rest of the world. My son and I agree that all immigration ought to be according to law. That is the only kind of immigration we need. In relating immigration to the rule of law, however, it is often forgotten that the rule of law also includes issues of separation of powers and federalism. Thus, it seems to me that we must ask ourselves about the means to the end of curtailing illegal immigration. We agree on an end, but what are the legal and constitutional issues regarding the means? Such questions rarely get discussed on television.

This Remark discusses what I see wrong with the simple solution and how we might approach illegal immigration in ways that are both more effective and more consistent with the Constitution. The federal government may be able to fence the border if the voters want that to be done. However, there are a number of obstacles to consider. First, fencing the borders is going to take a long time.\footnote{See Gordon H. Hanson, Council on Foreign Relations, The Economic Logic of Illegal Immigration 30 (2007).} And second, there is a lot of evidence to the effect that some of the past efforts with fences along the border have only compounded the problem.\footnote{See Gerald L. Neuman, Remark, Administrative Law: Immigration, Amnesty, and the Rule of Law, 2007 National Lawyers Convention of the Federalist Society, 36 Hofstra L. Rev. 1335, 1336 (2008); see also Hanson, supra note 1, at 34.} As briefly mentioned in Professor Neuman’s Remark, some of the government’s
“get tough” policies have actually exacerbated the problem. Most notably, the 1996 reforms motivated illegal immigrants to stay in the United States, rather than voluntarily returning to their own country. According to immigration lawyers, illegal immigrants went home because they learned from their lawyers that, by doing so, they would be able to return legally.

The fundamental problem with immigration policy since the 1996 legislation is that it imposes bars to legal reentry against those who have come here illegally. There is a three-year bar, a ten-year bar, and a permanent bar. So this whole notion that we can solve the problem by getting illegals to go back to their country, stand in line, and come back legally is simply based on a false premise. It is not possible to do that under current law without some kind of waiver.

As for a roundup, Homeland Security—contrary to popular impressions—has increased enforcement, especially during the last six months. Round-ups have focused particularly on businesses. However, Homeland Security has realized that they do not have the resources to do all that is needed. This is why there has been an emphasis, as discussed by Professor Kobach, on getting state law enforcement involved. But we have to face the facts. The Department of Justice simply is not taking cases at the same rate that they are being filed. Part of the issue may be that the Department of Justice has brought some bad cases. Part of the enforcement problem may also be that United States attorneys do not completely take direction from Washington. Many in Congress do not think that United States attorneys should be directed by the White House or even the Attorney General as to which cases that they should prosecute. We thus have a problem of establishing a consistent approach to enforcement internally within this Administration.

As for the states, Professor Kobach has written about the power of states to enforce immigration laws, or to do so at least under certain
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8. See Dan Eggen & Paul Kane, Senators Chastise Gonzales at Hearing, WASH. POST, Apr. 20, 2007, at A4. Some Senators argued that United States attorneys were fired for not following instructions from GOP officials that they should concentrate their efforts on certain crimes such as voter fraud. Id.
circumstances. This is a complex problem. I would like to point out two things. First, the federal government, under the Printz case, cannot force the states to enforce federal laws. That is to say, Congress and the Executive lack the constitutional power to co-opt states into carrying out federal policy. That is a separate question from the clear principle that states are bound by the Constitution, federal laws pursuant to the Constitution, and Supreme Court interpretations of both. But in terms of co-opting state agencies and executive agencies, Printz pretty much rules out making the states enforce federal immigration laws. Second, there are also limits on what states can do with respect to immigration when they are not authorized by the federal government to act.

We can relate this back to the “Passenger Cases” in 1849. While there are certain areas that bump up against immigration where the states are able to act under the police power, there are limits to what states can do in terms of discouraging immigration. Indeed, New York and Massachusetts attempted in the nineteenth century to keep out Irish immigrants. They ultimately failed because immigration is a matter involving our national borders and, therefore, committed to the federal government, not the state government. The problem of immigration ultimately is the responsibility of Congress. That, however, does not mean that the Executive branch should fail to enforce existing law. Indeed, the solution, it seems to me, is enforcement first, but not for the reasons usually given.

What do I mean by this? First of all, the President’s primary job, under separation of powers, is to execute the laws. While he can certainly seek to change the law, he is supposed to enforce the law as it exists until it is changed. But there is another reason why the President ought to enforce the immigration laws, and to do so vigorously. Enforcing any law will expose unanticipated problems. Many of the opposing opinions about immigration are based on conjecture about
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what will happen if the existing laws are well enforced. The effects of enforcement will differ in various areas of the country. Moreover, there are likely to be different opinions around this country about whether those effects are desirable or not. Attitudes toward legal, as well as illegal, immigration are certainly affected by who bears the costs and who benefits from immigration. In many communities, it may be that citizens want to get rid of all workers from outside of the country. Doing so may or may not result in increased employment for Americans. We cannot really know except by enforcing the law. As an aside, we who lived through Katrina do know that not a single roof in Louisiana or Mississippi would have been replaced after the hurricane if the federal government had not suspended immigration enforcement in the affected area.

We live in a federal system. As per Federalist 10, people have many different views on most matters of policy.18 The place to resolve conflicts among those views is in Congress. As a result, most matters of policy require compromise in order to enact legislation. Of course, Congress does not want to tackle immigration issues in this spirit. If, however, the President enforces existing law and it proves to be economically damaging enough, his action would force Congress to meet its obligation by reaching an agreement to make some changes in the law.

While I support vigorous enforcement against illegal immigration, I am also concerned about the creeping jurisdiction of Homeland Security away from the borders. Thanks to Congress and, largely, the Republicans, the country has, since the 1970s, taken a tough “law and order” approach at the federal level on matters that properly belong to the states.19 Thirty years later, people have realized how federalized much of the crime in this country has become. If you consider the creeping jurisdiction of Homeland Security—not only into critical infrastructure, but into places such as meatpacking plants—you realize that we are stretching the “war on terrorism” internally to the point of militarizing law enforcement.20

Now, just as I think that the Left is wrong to judicialize war,21 it is

18. THE FEDERALIST NO. 10 (James Madison) (discussing the problems and dangers that faction poses to a republican government).
wrong to centralize and militarize law enforcement. Why? Under our Constitution, we are not a unitary state like France. Not everything can or should be solved by the federal government. Apart from the fundamental constitutional objection, the federal government simply cannot take over all law enforcement unless the number of federal law enforcement agents and the number of federal judges increase to a size equal to the total of police officers and judges in the fifty states. As it is, the federal government cannot handle its responsibilities to United States. The federal failure to enforce immigration law effectively ought not to be the basis for creating a completely monolithic state. That is not the view of liberty given to us by our founders.

22. See 1958 Const. 20.
**Kris W. Kobach**

I. **INTRODUCTION**

Recent years have seen an unprecedented number of state laws proposed and enacted on the subject of illegal immigration.1 In addition, municipalities across the country have enacted ordinances designed to discourage illegal immigration and the employment of unauthorized aliens.2 Some observers have suggested that these efforts are simply the result of energized political activists, frustrated with inaction in Congress, turning their attention to state and local legislation.3 According to this view, such state and local laws are merely spillover consequences of the larger debate regarding controversial immigration bills in Congress.

These explanations do not accurately reflect what has been happening in the effort to confront illegal immigration at the state and local level. To be sure, frustration with congressional inaction sometimes fuels enthusiasm for state and local action. But that explanation does not fully account for what has been occurring in state legislatures and city halls nationwide. Independent forces motivate state and local governments to confront illegal immigration within their respective jurisdictions. While illegal immigration is a national issue, the consequences are felt first and foremost at the state and local level.
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1. In 2007, at least 1562 immigration bills were submitted, up from 570 in 2006. Of the bills submitted, 240 were enacted into law, up from 84 in 2006. NATIONAL CONFERENCE OF STATE LEGISLATURES, IMMIGRANT POLICY PROJECT: 2007 ENACTED STATE LEGISLATION RELATED TO IMMIGRANTS AND IMMIGRATION 1 (2008), http://www.ncsl.org/print/immig/2007Immigrationfinal.pdf.


3. See, e.g., Damien Cave, States Take New Tack on Illegal Immigration, N.Y. TIMES, June 9, 2008, at A1 (reporting that “inaction” on the part of the federal government has caused state legislatures to give “local authorities wider berth” on immigration matters); Julia Preston, Judge Voids Ordinance on Illegal Immigrants, N.Y. TIMES, July 27, 2007, at A14 (describing the decision by a Hazelton, Pennsylvania judge to strike down a local immigration ordinance and the reactions thereto).
II. The Fiscal Burden

Without question, the most significant force driving action at the state and local level is a fiscal one. In city after city, and state after state, governments have acted for one overriding reason: they can’t afford not to. Illegal immigration is expensive. And the taxpayer bears an extraordinary burden in any city or state that includes a large population of illegal aliens. The net cost of illegal immigration at all levels of government (minus any tax revenues derived from illegal aliens) is massive. In 2007, Robert Rector of The Heritage Foundation published the most comprehensive and rigorous study to date on the net fiscal cost of illegal immigration. His study concluded that low-skilled aliens (defined as those households “headed by immigrants without a high school diploma” and comprised predominantly of households headed by illegal aliens) impose a net fiscal cost of $89.1 billion a year. Those figures reflect all sorts of government services, from primary and secondary education to medical care to costs of criminal incarceration, to


5. I use the term “illegal alien” because it is a legally accurate term used repeatedly in the immigration laws of the United States. See, e.g., 8 U.S.C. § 1356(r)(3)(ii) (2000) (“expenses associated with the detention of illegal aliens”); id. § 1366(1) (2000) (“the number of illegal aliens incarcerated in Federal and State prisons”). Another phrase that is used throughout the immigration laws of the United States is “alien not lawfully present in the United States.” See, e.g., id. § 1229a(c)(2) (2000) (“the alien has the burden of establishing . . . by clear and convincing evidence, that the alien is lawfully present in the United States”); id. § 1357(g)(10) (2000) (“for any officer or employee of a State or political subdivision of a State . . . otherwise to cooperate with the Attorney General in the identification, apprehension, detention, or removal of aliens not lawfully present in the United States”). This term, however, is a bit too cumbersome for a writing of this nature. A third term, “unauthorized alien,” is found in federal immigration laws, but is limited to the employment context. See, e.g., id. § 1324a(a) (2000) (“to hire, or to recruit, or refer for a fee, for employment in the United States an alien knowing the alien is an unauthorized alien”); id. § 1324b(a)(1) (2000) (“other than an unauthorized alien, as defined in section 1324a(h)(3) of this title”). In contrast, the ambiguous terms “undocumented immigrant” and “undocumented alien” do not appear anywhere in the immigration laws of the United States. See id. § 1101, et seq. (2000). Accordingly, I will use the shorter of the two appropriate terms recognized by federal statute, namely “illegal alien.”


7. See Rector Testimony, supra note 4, at 10. Rector’s testimony is based on the full report. See Rector Report, supra note 6, at 1.
the use of general public goods by low-skilled alien households.\(^8\)

State and local governments bear the majority of that burden. According to 2002 federal government figures, the net cost of illegal immigration at the federal level was $10.4 billion a year.\(^9\) Not surprisingly, because most of the $89.1 billion falls on the shoulders of state and local governments, there has been an extraordinary amount of activity at the state and local level to discourage illegal immigration into the communities’ respective jurisdictions.\(^10\)

Arizona is a case in point. In 2007, Arizona became the first state in the union to enact a law requiring all employers to use the “E-Verify” system to verify the employment authorization of all newly-hired employees.\(^11\) That law was later sustained by the United States Court of Appeals for the Ninth Circuit against a legal challenge brought by a coalition of interest groups in the state.\(^12\) This was the fourth in a line of Arizona statutes and popular initiatives designed to reduce illegal immigration. The first was Proposition 200, which was passed in 2004 with over fifty-five percent of the vote.\(^13\) Proposition 200 denied public benefits to illegal aliens.\(^14\) The second was Arizona’s law against human smuggling, enacted in 2005.\(^15\) The third was Arizona’s Proposition 300, which denied in-state tuition rates and other post-secondary education benefits to illegal aliens; Proposition 300 passed with a stunning 71.4 percent of the vote.\(^16\)

This series of measures reflected the growing realization among
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voters and legislators that Arizona taxpayers were under siege as a result of illegal immigration. The total cost of providing services to Arizona’s estimated 475,000 illegal aliens is approximately $1.3 billion a year.\(^\text{17}\)

The biggest ticket item is providing free public primary and secondary education to children in illegal alien-headed households; doing so cost Arizona taxpayers approximately $748.3 million in 2005.\(^\text{18}\)

When Arizona’s 2007 statute requiring employers to use the E-Verify system prompted thousands of illegal aliens to self-deport, the Arizona school system immediately began to experience some relief, with a $48.6 million surplus suddenly appearing in Fiscal Year (“FY”) 2008.\(^\text{19}\)

Another large source of taxpayer expense lies in the cost of incarcerating illegal alien criminals in Arizona’s state prison system, which is approximately $80 million a year.\(^\text{20}\)

Arizona’s fiscal burden may not come as a great surprise, given its location on the border. However, as has been often said, every state is a border state now.\(^\text{21}\)

Numerous other states have experienced a recent influx of illegal immigration. For example, Georgia saw its illegal alien population nearly double from 228,000 in 2000 to an estimated 440,000 in 2007, and Georgia taxpayers soon experienced the fiscal burdens that came with this influx.\(^\text{22}\)

The total cost is approximately $1.2 billion a year, of which the cost of providing free public education is approximately $952 million a year.\(^\text{23}\)

Predictably, in 2006 the Georgia Legislature responded to these fiscal burdens by enacting the Georgia Security and Immigration Compliance Act to discourage further illegal immigration into the state.\(^\text{24}\)
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20. The $80 million estimate is based upon 2004 figures. FED’N FOR AM. IMMIGRATION REFORM, supra note 17.
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prompted other states in the interior of the country to enact omnibus immigration bills in the years that followed—most notably, Oklahoma in 2007 and Missouri in 2008.25

A similar increase in fiscal burdens often drives cities to act. This was demonstrated clearly in Hazleton, Pennsylvania, which enacted its Illegal Immigration Relief Act in 2006.26 Hazleton’s population exploded from approximately 22,000 in the 2000 census to 30,000-33,000 in 2005.27 However, the earned income tax receipts on which the city relied for its revenues remained flat. This reflected the fact that much of the population increase was due to illegal immigration, and the new arrivals were either working off the books or earning so little that they were paying little or nothing in taxes.28 Meanwhile, expenditures for routine city services that reflect the size of the population, such as trash removal, increased by nearly fifty-percent.29 Expenditures by the local school district for its English as a Second Language program rose from $500 in 2000 to over $1.1 million in 2006.30 The fiscal pressures pushing the City to reduce the burdens of illegal immigration were undeniable.

Such city ordinances and state statutes designed to discourage illegal immigration have been sustained repeatedly in the courts of the United States against federal preemption challenges. In 1976, in the landmark case of DeCanas v. Bica, the Supreme Court of the United States sustained a California law that imposed sanctions on the employers of illegal aliens.31 Then, in 1986, Congress expressly carved out a window for states and cities to act by suspending the business licenses of those businesses that employ unauthorized aliens.32 In addition, Congress enacted other legislation in the 1990s that demonstrated its objective of promoting state and local assistance in discouraging illegal immigration.33 As a result, recent state and local


26. That ordinance is the subject of litigation currently pending before the Third Circuit of the U.S. Court of Appeals (Case No. 07-3531). The author is lead attorney representing the City of Hazleton in the appeal from the decision of the Middle District of Pennsylvania. See Lozano v. Hazleton, 496 F. Supp. 2d 477, 484, 554 (M.D. Penn. 2007).

27. Id., 496 F. Supp. 2d at 484.
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33. See Kris W. Kobach, The Quintessential Force Multiplier: The Inherent Authority of
laws discouraging illegal immigration have been sustained in federal courts. Arizona’s 2007 employment law was sustained by the District of Arizona and thereafter by the Ninth Circuit.\(^{34}\) Moreover, the Eastern District of Missouri sustained a Valley Park, Missouri, ordinance that provided for the suspension of the business licenses of employers of unauthorized aliens.\(^{35}\) These statutes and ordinances allow cities and states to take measured steps to reinforce compliance with federal immigration law in their jurisdictions.

Not only have such efforts succeeded against preemption challenges in court, they have also been successful in reducing illegal immigration within the jurisdictions involved.\(^{36}\) Illegal aliens quickly become aware of which cities and states have taken steps to reinforce the rule of law in immigration. In February 2008, United States Secretary of Homeland Security Michael Chertoff noted the impact of such laws in deterring illegal immigration: “The state of Arizona . . . in the last couple of days had its new rule requiring E-Verify use sustained by the federal courts, and we are beginning to see that illegal workers are picking up and leaving . . . . I think we’ve really been making some substantial progress with the help of state and local governments.”\(^{37}\) The combination of state and local action with stepped-up federal enforcement activity produced dramatic results in 2007-08. For the first time in many years, the illegal alien population in the United States actually \textit{decreased} by an estimated 1.3 million between August 2007 and May 2008—a decrease that began \textit{prior} to the general decline in

\begin{flushleft}
\end{flushleft}

\(^{34}\) See generally Ariz. Contractors Ass’n, Inc. v. Candelaria, 534 F. Supp. 2d 1036 (D. Ariz. 2008), aff’d sub nom. Chicanos Por La Causa, Inc. v. Napolitano, No. 07-17272, 2008 WL 4225536 (9th Cir. Sept. 17, 2008);

\(^{35}\) Gray v. Valley Park, No. 08-1681 (8th Cir. filed Aug. 15, 2008). That appeal is pending at the time of this writing. The author is serving as lead counsel defending the City of Valley Park, Missouri. The only federal court to reach a different holding in a final order is the United States District Court for the Middle District of Pennsylvania. See Lozano v. Hazleton, 496 F. Supp. 2d 477, 484, 554 (M.D. Penn. 2007). The Middle District of Pennsylvania set aside the binding Supreme Court precedent of \textit{DeCanas}. Id. at 524.


employment in the United States and therefore could not be attributed primarily to a slowing economy.\(^{38}\)

### III. AMNESTY IS NOT THE ANSWER

Despite the fact that such enforcement efforts have proven effective in inducing illegal aliens to self-deport, proponents of a massive amnesty for illegal aliens assert that amnesty is nevertheless necessary to “solve” the illegal immigration problem in one easy step.\(^{39}\) This facile assertion completely ignores the fiscal costs of illegal immigration. Although allowing millions of illegal aliens to adjust to a legal status does “reduce” the population of illegal aliens (by redefining them as lawfully present), it achieves little else. Giving illegal aliens a path to a legal status does virtually nothing to reduce the fiscal burden imposed by illegal immigration.

Indeed, amnesty exacerbates the fiscal costs of illegal immigration. Making illegal aliens legal does not make them fiscally positive. On the contrary, it makes them eligible for more government benefits, especially at the federal level—where the newly-legalized aliens become eligible for a wide range of entitlements. One of the biggest is Social Security benefits. For example, the amnesty proposal that was debated and rejected in the United States Senate in 2007\(^{40}\) would have cost approximately $2.6 trillion,\(^{41}\) resulting in the largest expansion of the welfare state in thirty years.\(^{42}\) It would also have hastened the bankruptcy of the Social Security system.\(^{43}\) Meanwhile, amnesty would have done nothing to reduce the fiscal burdens borne by American cities and states. In short, amnesty is expensive at every level of government.

Another consequence of “solving” the illegal immigration problem through amnesty is rampant fraud by amnesty applicants. We know this from experience. In 1986, as part of the Immigration Reform and
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39. I define amnesty in immigration law the way most people understand it: providing a legal status to large categories of illegal aliens (regardless of whether or not “fines” or other fees are imposed upon recipients of the amnesty).


41. Robert Rector, The Heritage Found., Amnesty Will Cost U.S. Taxpayers at Least $2.6 Trillion 1 (2007), http://www.heritage.org/Research/Immigration/wm1490.cfm (“Overall, the net cost to taxpayers of retirement benefits for amnesty recipients is likely to be at least $2.6 trillion.”) [hereinafter Rector Research].
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Control Act ("IRCA"), the first and largest amnesty was granted to approximately 2.7 million "seasonal agricultural workers."\(^44\) Amnesty immediately led to a surge in illegal immigration as hundreds of thousands of new illegal aliens entered in order to fraudulently claim that they were eligible for amnesty.\(^45\) The Immigration and Naturalization Service ("INS") detected 398,000 cases of possible fraud—some from illegal aliens who arrived after IRCA was passed, others from illegal aliens already in the United States who submitted fraudulent applications claiming that they were eligible for amnesty.\(^46\) There were undoubtedly many more cases that the INS never detected.

In addition to causing a spike in unlawful alien entries by aliens seeking to fraudulently claim amnesty, the 1986 amnesty also encouraged millions of illegal aliens to enter the United States in succeeding years, in the hope that they would benefit from the next amnesty.\(^47\) Of course, in 1986, the amnesty was advertised as the one and only amnesty that the United States would ever grant.\(^48\) The incoming illegal aliens did not believe it. The 1990s witnessed the greatest wave of illegal immigration ever.\(^49\) In retrospect, the illegal aliens were right—plenty of Senators in 2007 felt no compulsion to observe the pledge that Congress made in 1986. There is no reason to believe that the results would be different the next time around.

Another problem with fraud in amnesty applications is the fact that individual terrorists have successfully obtained amnesty in the past, and more terrorists will almost certainly do so if another major amnesty is offered in the future. For example, Mahmud “The Red” Abouhalima, a leader of the 1993 World Trade Center bombing, was legalized as a seasonal agricultural worker as part of the 1986 amnesty.\(^50\) He had

---

actually been working as a cab driver. His newly-acquired legal status allowed him to travel abroad, including several trips to Pakistan where he received terrorist training. His brother, Mohammed, who was also involved in the 1993 attack, received amnesty as well.

The proposed amnesty of 2007 would have been particularly vulnerable to terrorist manipulation. The process outlined in the amnesty legislation would have given United States Citizenship and Immigration Services (“USCIS”) only one business day to do a quick background check before issuing a provisional Z visa. Supporters of the bill apparently imagined that the United States government possessed a massive database of all the world’s terrorists and criminals, in searchable digital format. But the reality is that the United States still relies on many paper records. Plus, much of the information that is necessary to properly screen amnesty applicants is in the hands of foreign governments. Obtaining such information in twenty-four hours is difficult, if not impossible. Moreover, the 2007 amnesty bill also did not require any photo identification sufficient to verify an applicant’s asserted identity—which meant that an alien terrorist would have been free to invent an entirely clean, fictional name and obtain amnesty (and a federal ID) under that name. An applicant could have stated that his name was “Rumpelstiltskin” and produced a few easily-falsified documents attributable to such a name. In all likelihood, USCIS would have had no basis on which to deny the application.

The proposed amnesty of 2007 would have also resulted in a complete breakdown of the USCIS bureaucracy. That is a reality of which many Senators were apparently unaware in June 2007. Assume that twelve million illegal aliens would have applied for the amnesty. The bill required illegal aliens to file their initial applications within one year. There are 250 days in the calendar year on which the federal government is open for business. That means that there would have been an average of 48,000 applications for the probationary Z visas every day, with significant fluctuations from that average likely to occur. There are approximately 3000 status adjudicators employed by USCIS.
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This number cannot be increased quickly, due to the difficulty of hiring new adjudicators, and the delay of training them. The Senate bill of 2007 would have only added a paltry one hundred status adjudicators a year for five years—“subject to the availability of appropriations.” 48,000 applications spread among 3000 status adjudicators meant an average of sixteen amnesty applications per adjudicator, per day. Of course, on some days, the number of applications could have been double that amount. And with each application, the adjudicator would have had only one day to discover if the alien is a criminal or a national security threat.

It is a bleak picture. Unfortunately, it gets worse. Those numbers assumed that the adjudicators were not already busy. In FY 2005, USCIS received 6.3 million applications for immigration benefits—on top of a backlog of several million unresolved applications. USCIS was already stretched to the breaking point. According to a 2006 Government Accountability Office (“GAO”) study, because adjudicators had to go through so many applications for benefits (permanent residency applications, asylum applications, etc.) every day, they spent too little time scrutinizing them. As a result, the GAO concluded, failure to detect fraud was already “an ongoing and serious problem” at the agency. The backbreaking workload created a “‘high-pressure’ production environment.” It is widely known that an unofficial “six-minute rule” applies in some offices—spend no more than six minutes looking at any single application. It is a bureaucratic sweatshop.

As a result, USCIS does not regularly engage in commonsense verification with outside agencies—for example, calling a state’s Department of Motor Vehicles to see if two people claiming to be married actually live at the same address. Such detailed scrutiny is too time-consuming. And many adjudicators are actually discouraged from requesting more information from aliens who submit suspicious applications. So what would the 2007 Senate amnesty bill have done? Triple the incoming workload by adding approximately twelve million amnesty applications in a single year. Not only that, the twelve million Z visa holders would have had to come back in four years to renew their amnesty status. The six-minute rule would have become a de facto two-
minute rule. Millions of fraudulent applications likely would have been accepted.\textsuperscript{65} It was “a recipe for bureaucratic collapse.”\textsuperscript{66}

However, even if granting amnesty to twelve million illegal aliens could be accomplished with ease, it would not alleviate the burden that so many cities and states are bearing. Illegal immigration is expensive—very expensive—for the cities and states in which the illegal aliens live. An amnesty, like so many “solutions” that gain currency in the halls of Congress, is no solution at all.
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\textsuperscript{66} Id. If the 2007 bill had been enacted, it is likely that USCIS would have responded to the impossible bureaucratic task of implementing the amnesty by hiring contractors to review the amnesty applications. Doing so would have increased the total number of personnel available, but it would have created its own complications. The independent contractors likely would have lacked experience in detecting fraudulent applications, and the federal government would have been hard pressed to conduct security investigations on the independent contractors in time to implement the initial stages of the amnesty.
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This Remark will begin with some historical observations before turning to the contemporary situation. As a scholar, I prefer to provide greater complexity, but I will focus on the highlights for the purposes of this Remark.

First, a general observation about the history of United States immigration policy. Our borders have never been legally open, and should not be. The federal government took over the regulation of immigration from the states after the Civil War. Initially, federal law only identified categories of aliens that Congress considered undesirable as immigrants to the United States, and did not try to limit the numbers of desirable immigrants. The great watershed in immigration policy occurred in the 1920s, when Congress placed annual limitations on the number of otherwise desirable immigrants. Restricting the volume of immigration required the government to define priorities among immigrants, and from 1924 until 1965, the leading principle of the United States immigrant selection process was the ethnic national origins quota. That system was finally abolished in 1965, and replaced by a tripartite policy that gave preferences to family members of citizens and resident aliens, to employees with needed skills, and to refugees. In modified form, this policy still operates today.

Second, since the 1920s the United States has repeatedly found it appropriate to regularize the status of otherwise desirable immigrants who had entered or remained in violation of the legislation. You can call that a legalization or an amnesty; in rational discourse nothing turns on the label. For example, amnesties for long-term residents were enacted in 1929, 1940, 1958, 1965, and 1986. The 1986 amnesty gave lawful resident status to over two-and-a-half million people.

Today it is estimated that there are more than twelve million
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unlawful residents. I do not mind using the phrase “illegal alien” to describe them, but we should understand that it is not a well-defined legal term, and it describes a wide variety of people and situations. Some simply entered without permission; some were temporarily admitted but overstayed; some are entitled to legal status but are waiting for the government to act; some have applied for asylum as the law permits and are awaiting a decision; some came involuntarily—for example, having been brought as children by their parents. One unforeseen consequence of stricter border enforcement since the 1980s has been that people who would otherwise have been seasonal migrant workers traveling alone have been pressured to settle down as permanent illegal immigrants with families.

By the government’s own estimates as of January 2006, roughly one million illegal aliens had lived here for over twenty-one years; another one-and-a-quarter million for over sixteen years; almost two million for over eleven years; three-and-a-quarter million more for over six years; and roughly four million for less than six years. The government report does not break these figures down by ages, but private demographers estimated in 2004 that there were more than one-and-a-half million unlawfully resident children, and almost two million families with at least one unauthorized parent and at least one citizen child.

Having twelve million residents without legal status raises serious and complex rule of law issues, from a number of perspectives. One is the illegal conduct that brought them here, though in some cases it occurred many years ago. Many children came here by no fault of their own and have grown up in our society and face a serious dilemma because they were lawfully educated here but cannot lawfully be employed. Another rule of law issue is the vulnerability of the unauthorized population to crime or other violations of their legal rights; their status can inhibit them from seeking protection or redress.

The continuing presence of these children and adults raises a
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number of questions. For example: How many years of productive, taxpaying, otherwise law-abiding life here make up for an illegal start and the acquisition of false documents? How can we efficiently and accurately administer a system that does not leave us guessing about our actual population, and that enables us to identify significant threats to safety, health, and national security? Our political process needs to address these questions, not avoid them with simplistic slogans and myths.

If we are concerned about illegality, we should also be concerned about the illegal conduct of employers as well as employees. Many employers knowingly employ unauthorized aliens (that is a legal term\textsuperscript{12}), but the political power of employers has been exercised to push the burden of illegality onto employees and to make employer sanctions difficult to enforce against employers.\textsuperscript{13} If we are concerned with illegal conduct, we should also focus on other forms of employer illegality, such as occupational safety violations and the breaking of unions.

Rule of law problems in immigration enforcement should also attract our attention, such as the failure of the Department of Homeland Security to adjudicate meritorious applications,\textsuperscript{14} and the Attorney General’s crippling of the appellate function of the Board of Immigration Appeals in 2002.\textsuperscript{15}

We should also focus on the illegal conduct of municipal officials, such as the adoption of unlawful local employer sanctions ordinances, which clearly violate an express prohibition in the 1986 Immigration Act.\textsuperscript{16} That prohibition was the product of employers’ political power, and I would not try to defend it on \textit{a priori} moral grounds, but it is the law of the land, and its violation raises rule of law issues like any other positive law.

Compliance with law by government officials is, after all, the primary meaning of the rule of law.
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